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Finally Neutron Stars detected! 



Comparing detected waveforms 
Detector sensitivity starting at 30 Hz 

 
M = 36 + 29 M⊙   = 62 M⊙    r3 M⊙ 
 

 
M = 15 + 23 M⊙ 
 
M = 14.2 + 7.5 M⊙  = 20.8 M⊙  r0.9 M⊙ 
 
M = 31.2 + 19.04 M⊙  = 48.7 M⊙ r1.54 M⊙ 
 
M = 30.5 + 25.3 M⊙  = 53.2 M⊙ r2.6 M⊙ 
 
 
M = 1.48 + 1.26 M⊙  = 2.73 M⊙ r0.01 M⊙ 

fplunge =
16kHz

MBH / Msun

GW170608      M = 12 + 7 M⊙   = 18M⊙   r0.69M⊙ 



• Weaker in 
Hanford due to 
lower 
sensitivity. 

 

• Strongest in 
Livingston 

 

 

• Why the signal 
was not clearly 
visible in Virgo? 



Positioning by hide and seek 

Sensitive 
 
Insensitive 
(blind spots) 
 
Detection arch 

Livingston 
Seen: 
Not here 

Hanford 
Seen: 
Not here 

Virgo 
Not Seen: 
Not here 

Then  it must  
Be here ! 



Binary Neutron Star Localization 

GW150914 GW151226

GW170104

Credit: LIGO/Virgo/NASA/Leo Singer

GW170817
Effect of Virgo  
signal absence 



Kilo-nova explained  ! 

 



• where 

NGC 4993 SSS17a

Hubble Space Telescope Swope TelescopeAugust 17, 2017April 28, 2017



Short Gamma 
Ray Bursts 
explained ! 

 Optical 
Virgo/LIGO 
Fermi 
Integral 



Gravitational 
Waves travel at 

“c”  ! 

~2 sec delay over  
~100 M lightyears 
 
Diffused H 
refraction index 
 
GW travel at c to 
within 10-16 



Learnings from co-localization: 

Hubble Constant value confirmed 

• Compatible with existing values 

• Will improve with localization 

• Will map HC to a depth of gPc 



The NS-NS inspiral was “out there” 

• The binary NS 
inspiral was found 
2kpc away from its 
host galaxy 

• It is unlikely to be at 
its birth place 

• How did it get there? 

 

NGC 4993 SSS17a

Hubble Space Telescope Swope TelescopeAugust 17, 2017April 28, 2017



Between 0.1% and 10% of Neutron Star mass is 
ejected, depending on initial spins of progenitors 



How about heavy metals? 

• Heavy-metal fluorescence was observed from 
the kilonova ejecta ! 

 

 

 

 

 

• Are NS inspiral the heavy metal factories? 



• Models of kilonovae emission color demonstrating the 
observable signatures of r-process abundances. 

From: Origin of the heavy elements in binary neutron-star 
mergers from a gravitational-wave event 
Daniel Kasen,  NATURE. Vol. 551. 2 November 2017, p80 

Fraction of 
Lantanides 
produced 



1                  2                        1                 2 
               Wavelength (µm) 

• Kilonova models compared 
with the measured spectra 

From: Spectroscopic identification of r-process 
nucleosynthesis in a double neutron-star merger 
E. Pian,  NATURE. Vol. 551. 2 November 2017, p67 

Measured spectra 
 
30% of protons 
25% of protons 
10-40% of protons 
Blend of simulations 
 

Much depends on the 
amount of protons 
initially present in the 
Neutron Star 

lantanides 



r-Process Lanthanide Production and Heating 
Rates in Kilonovae, Jonas Lippuner and Luke F. 
Roberts 
The Astrophysical Journal 815, 18 (2015) 

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ApJ...815...82L


•Why the associated 
Gamma Ray Burst 
was relatively weak 
and short? 



Schematic diagram for the geometry 
of GW170817 

From: The X-ray counterpart to the  
gravitational-wave event GW170817 
E. Troja,  NATURE. Vol. 551. 2 November 2017, p71 

144o to 180o 

Inferred from 
GW signal 



And what about heavy metals? 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_Akn8fUBeQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_Akn8fUBeQ


Heavy metal synthesis 

• Under the assumption that all BNS mergers 
produce the same distributions of dynamical 
ejecta calculate for GW170817,  

• the estimate is consistent with the observed 
Galactic heavy metal values  

• suggests the associated nucleo-synthesis is 
one of the primary contributors to r-process 
(heavy metal) abundances. 



Nuclear physics information  
from an inspiral GW signal 

• The GW signal carries a lot of nuclear matter information 

• The low frequency contains information on masses, spins,    
orbital orientation 

• Above 600 Hz the deviation from BBH signal contains information 
on tidal deformability of the NSs and their  equation of state 

• The e.m. observation gives details of the neutron-nuclei accretion 
and transmutation from neutron-nuclei to stable nuclei 

• The ringdown after merger gives information on the nuclear 
stiffness that delays (or not) the collapse into a black hole 



Nuclear physics information 

8.3 10-5 

8.3 10-4 

 

0.8 % 
 

0.1% 
13.5% 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
11% 
 
 
 
 



Pointing accuracy 

• Sufficient to identify galaxy within few hours 

• Lower frequency sensitivity, more detectors 
and higher sensitivity will provide pointing for 
x-ray, UV and visible detectors before merger 

 

• Could View the  

 transmutation  

 phase 



Mass determination 
 

• Limited factor: 
knowledge of 
mass ratio  

• Polarization  
will help 

Properties of the binary neutron star merger GW170817 

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and The Virgo Collaboration 



NS Spin determination 

• Limited by knowledge 
of mass ratio  



Nuclear equation of state parameter 

•   



Measurements of stellar moment of 
inertia and tidal deformability 

• Definitions 

• tidal deformability 

• symmetric tidal deformability 

• antisymmetric tidal deformability 

 

 

 



Measurements of stellar moment of 
inertia and tidal deformability 

•   

 

 

 
Common EOS 

Different  
NS EOS 

90% 

50% 

Models  



Neutron Stare Equation of State 

• Density 
vs. 
pressure  



Neutron Stare Equation of State 

GW170817: Measurements of neutron star radii and the equation of state 

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and The Virgo Collaboration 



Nuclear physics information 

• Just one event with three imperfect detectors 
provided a large wealth of information 



And more to go ! 

 



Absence of millisecond Neutron Stars 

• No pulsars are found above 600 Hz (300 Hz GW) 

• No NS GW signal detected yet, spin down rate of 
observed pulsars is not GW 

• NS are pretty spherical! 

• EOS that allows shredding 

• Also turns them into ellipses 

• And trigger shape instabilities 

• NS GW emission may be limited in a narrow band 

• Precise information of NS EOS may be gleaned by 
detection of that band 



No results yet from post merger 

• Insufficient sensitivity 

 

 

• More information on 
NS rigidity resisting 
collapse into a BH 



Future 

• What if one can point the e.m. detectors 
before the event happen? 

 

• The r-processes depend on the quark 
composition of the NS 



r-Process Lanthanide Production and Heating 
Rates in Kilonovae, Jonas Lippuner and Luke F. 
Roberts 
The Astrophysical Journal 815, 18 (2015) 

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ApJ...815...82L


 



The Einstein Telescope 

ET @ GEMMA 40 



SENSITIVITY GOAL: ~×10 better 

41 

MASS ACCURACY 

HIGH MASS/HIGH Z 

NUMBER of SOURCES 

MERGER PHYSICS 

LOCALIZATION 

ET @ Cagliari 

Advanced Virgo 

ET 

Length 3x 

High 
power 

Mirror  
thermal  
noise 

High mass 
Low power 
Cryo suspensions 



Newtonian 
Noise 

ET @ Cagliari 42 
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Credit M.Lorenzini 



Widening the band: low frequency 

• Low frequency limitation for GW detectors is given 
by the seismic noise and Newtonian noise 
– Both can be reduced going underground 

ET @ Cagliari 43 

noise at 2 Hz reduced by 

~2 orders of magnitude 

ET design study 



WIDEN THE BAND: XYLOPHONE 
• Improving al low and high frequency with a single detector 

is very challenging 
– HF requires more laser power 
– LF requires cold mirrors 

• Idea: split the detection band over 2 “specialized” 
instruments  

44 ET @ Cagliari 



The ET infrastructure 

ET @ GEMMA 45 



TUNNEL - in 10m 

46 ET @ GEMMA 



LISA 

•   



LISA pathfinder 

 



Answers and questions 

• The detection of Gravitational 
Waves have started answering 
some questions 

• But they are also posing many 
more questions that they answer 

• The window is open, and the 
landscape is strange indeed ! 

• Maybe there is gold at the end 
of the rainbow ! 



 

LIGO Scientific 
Collaboration



Other viewgraphs 

 



How many events 
• Typically 1-2 events/month observed at this sensitivity level  

• 4 events in August 2017 

• 1/3 of design sensitivity @ 100-200 Hz 

• Still insensitive between 10 and 30 Hz 

• 3x sensitivity ~ 27x  event rate, say 50/month 

• Sensitivity between 10 and 30 Hz: 
– Sensitive to 3x heavier BH 

– Much greater pointing ability 

– Greater trigger rat 

• If win over coating thermal noise and scattering, perhaps 2x 
sensitivity, 8x detection rate, say 10/day 

• If 20 km interferometers are built, 5x sensitivity, 100x rate 

Rate is not 
everything: 
Higher S/N tells 
us how NS 
disrupt, how 
rigid they are 
 

Need observatories optimized 
to special frequencies 
 



•Can Gravitational, and/or 
Gravitational wave  kicks 
push BH and NS up       
in the galactic halo?  



About gravitational kicks 

• Red Giant Pairs going Super Nova  

15+15 SO  
Red giant pair 
High orbital speed 
when tight orbit 

15 SO star goes SN 
Form 1.4 SO NS 
90% of mass radiates at ~c 
90% of binding energy disappears 

NS and red giant 
may fly away with 
old Orbital speed  

In absence of kick, separation if more than ½ of mass is ejected 



About gravitational kicks 

• The two stars are likely to separate 

• The closer they are, the faster the red giant speed 

• But if they stay together the center of mass moves 
at 80-90% of the same speed, a big kick for close b. 

• And some stay together! 
• Dozens of pulsars in binary 

systems observed 
• And one pair that just 

coalesced ! ! ! 
• All depends on the natal kick 



About GW kicks in SN explosions 

 

 

 

• SN core collapses give 
hydrodynamic  kicks to the 
resulting NS 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RxIwtxdEnQ 

• Observed pulsars escaping at    
>> 100 km/s 

• Are they sufficient to keep some 
of the binary systems together  ?? 

 

• For example Podsiadlowski et al. 
think kick strength depends if the 
Roche lobes allow mass transfer or 
not 

• Would it also affect direction? 
Podsiadlowski, Ph, et al. "The effects of binary evolution 
on the dynamics of core collapse and neutron star kicks." 
The Astrophysical Journal 612.2 (2004): 1044. 



• Separation (or not) also depends on 
the direction of the hydrodynamic 
natal kick 

• Along the orbit and separate or  

• Against and stay together? 

 

 

• And depending on when, will it be:  

• Along the galactic orbit and rise 
towards the halo 

• Or against and plunge to the core? 

 

 



About GW kicks in asymmetric 
inspirals GW 170104 

• The last ½ cycle emits considerable energy 

• Asymmetric inspiral result in asymmetric 
emission of solar masses of energy in GWs 

 



About GW kick in asymmetric 
inspirals GW 170104 



About “kicked” Black Holes 

• Direct star collapse to a Black Hole is expected to 
give negligible kick, nor separate the pair 

• But if the first goes Black Hole, and the second, 
smaller, one goes Supernova and separates the 
binary, the result is a kicked BH!  

 

 



Neutrino’s map 
no neutrinos detected in coincidence 

• Is this surprising?  SN re neutrino-rich, more than 1-2 
Solar masses, and detected neutrinos from SN are 
much closer    No surprise here 



•  Frank Elavsky/Northwestern/LIGO-Virgo 





GW 170817 



G170608 

•   


